
INFRASTRUCTURE BRAINSTORMING IDEAS

Directions: Please answer the following questions in the table below with your small groups. This information provides the
architects with information moving forward to fine tune the details of the upcoming infrastructure plans. Spaces were
created, but feel free to add/delete any pieces your group doesn’t need.

Small Groups:
Group 1: K - 2 Homeroom Teachers/Teachers of Math/ELA Meet in LMC
Group 2: 3 - 5 Homeroom Teachers/Teachers of Math/ELA Meet in Room 205
Group 3: Specials Education Teachers/Related Service Providers/Reading/Math Meet in the Reading Lab
Group 4: Specialists Meet in Science Lab

Discussion Points:
Documented Discussion will occur within each small group on Friday and saved for future planning:

1. Students’ & Teachers’ needs
2. Storage
3. Transitions
4. Delivery of Instruction
5. Technology
6. Breakout spaces &/or shared spaces
7. Other feedback



GROUP #S DISCUSSION POINT #S
Address as needed

CONNECTION TO STUDENT LEARNING
How does this help students daily?

LINGERING THOUGHTS OR
QUESTIONS

#1
K-2

Math/ELA

Current furniture that is in storage is only a
couple of years old.  We all picked out
furniture for our individual rooms-it would
be nice to save this- rather than spend
money on new, unneeded casework. This
money could then be used for other
needs. Moveable furniture also allows
teachers to rearrange their classrooms for
optimal learning for the children.

Children had individual mailboxes and
supply boxes for additional storage.
We also had bookcases for the kids to
use. It is extremely important for the kids
to have access to a large library.

Faculty bathroom needs more stalls and
more usable space.  Perhaps unisex one
stall with sink bathrooms 3 or 4…like at
Butler.

- Challenging for all staff to use
the bathroom during planning
time and lunch time.

- The woman’s bathroom
currently only allows one person
to wash their hands at a time.

Kindergarten should have bathrooms in
the classroom.
Water bottle filler within classrooms would
be great-perhaps connected to the sink
plumbing.
For the new sinks, it would be great to
have new plumbing so the water isn’t
rusty.

Full size lockers (K-2 height appropriate).
Please don’t stack the lockers.

It’s difficult for the kids to have stacked
lockers.

Please center ClearTouch boards on the
walls.

Best access for students to use!

Please keep the exterior classroom doors. - Quick access to outside for fresh
air , movement breaks, and 2nd
exit for safety purposes.

cwelter
Text Box
provide architect with cut sheets and counts and they can lay out possible reuse of the existing newer furniture.will define library layout during the process, further discussion will follow.

cwelter
Text Box
will explore bathroom counts and locations as part of the design process.  will also have to fit this work into budget

cwelter
Text Box
this is a must in current Pre-K - KG classroom design.  we will explore layouts to include the bathroomsReview of current water supply system will be done in coordination with the project

cwelter
Text Box
Locker layout will be explored during design process.

cwelter
Text Box
Locker layout will be explored during design process.

cwelter
Text Box
this will be kept in mind as we continue through the design process.



PLEASE give us more outlets.
Built in charging stations?

Please have designated hallway printer
space for each pod.

Teacher’s lounge needs windows and
natural light.

Please have a sink with built-ins spanning
one interior wall - including a wardrobe
for teacher coats

Two rooms for science and a wall to
separate STEAM and LMC.

#2
3-5

Math/ELA

Faculty bathroom
Single Adult Bathroom
Mothers’ Room

- Difficult to “move” around in the
womans’ bathroom

- ADA compliant womens
bathroom

- Designated mothers’/nursing
room

Student Work Areas - Student desks
- Student tables
- Combination of both would

be beneficial for
independent & group work

- Small area for students to
have quiet time (de
escalation?)

Student Lockers - Always get jammed
- Phase 2 - Backpacks,

lunches, snow gear don’t fit
appropriately in these lockers

cwelter
Text Box
new acoustically treated walls will address the need for additional outlets and charging station location

cwelter
Text Box
this will be considered in the design process

cwelter
Text Box
this will be considered in the design process

cwelter
Text Box
This is a consideration and has to be evaluated with the potential use of movable furniture, previously purchased

cwelter
Text Box
this will be considered in the design process

cwelter
Text Box
will explore bathroom counts and locations as part of the design process.  will also have to fit this work into budget

cwelter
Text Box
this will be kept in mind as we continue through the design process.

cwelter
Text Box
Locker layout will be explored during design process.



LADSE - Where can they work?
- Where are their offices to

support student services?
- Making sure that they have

enough space to support two
speech teachers, reading
specialists, two science
teachers, etc.

Case Work - Moveable Furniture KEEP - Moveable case work is in
good condition

- We like what we have

Labeling Classrooms - Draft where classrooms will
go

- How do we know unless if we
see a draft

Common Space for Community
Building in each wing

- Allows students to work with
one another

All-School Storage - Store textbooks
- Store additional curriculum
- Store files for sped
- Construction paper to store
- Teacher work/plan area
- Docking station or places for

students to place materials
when going between
specials

- Band instrument storage???
-

Printers & Locations - Where are the printers going?
- How can we have printers

cwelter
Text Box
this will be kept in mind as we continue through the design process.

cwelter
Text Box
provide architect with cut sheets and counts and they can lay out possible reuse of the existing newer furniture.

cwelter
Text Box
concepts will be developed and initial uses will be explored and reviewed through the design process.

cwelter
Text Box
this will be kept in mind as we continue through the design process.

cwelter
Text Box
this will be kept in mind as we continue through the design process.

cwelter
Text Box
this will be considered in the design process



that work in each wing?

Chalkboards
Half Moon Bulletin Boards in 4/5 wing

- Can we remove old
chalkboards & replace them
with whiteboards in all
classrooms?

- Please remove these
- Rooms could have a

consistent amount of white
boards

- Floor to Ceiling whiteboards

Location of 2nd Screen - Choose where we want the
2nd screen?

- Some teachers wish that they
would have placed the 2nd
screen in a different spot i.e.
2nd screens on whiteboards

Stairs Repair outside of 4/5 wing -

Student Restrooms - Unisex restrooms available to
support all students

#3
Special Education

Teachers
Related Service

Providers
Related Service

Providers
Math/ELA/Math

Specialists

We are concerned about instructional
space for the following student
services:

1. Resource/Special Education
(we currently have 3 special
education teachers needing
their own teaching space)

2. Reading specialist
3. Math specialist
4. Related service providers

include:

A full size classroom is not needed
for all of these, but access to
technology and a ClearTouch is
very important for each space.

cwelter
Text Box
consistent classroom set up will be considered through the design process.

cwelter
Text Box
consistent classroom set up will be considered through the design process.

cwelter
Text Box
this will be reviewed 

cwelter
Text Box
will explore bathroom counts and locations as part of the design process.  will also have to fit this work into budget

cwelter
Text Box
evaluation of the spaces and layouts will be considered as we go through the design process.



Occupational Therapy
Speech
Social Work
Physical Therapy
School Psychologist

*Based on this we need:
5 resource sized spaces (3
special education teachers, a
math specialist, a reading
specialist)
5 office sized spaces (OT/PT
office, 2 speech offices, social
work, psychologist)

A conference room that can be
utilized for special education team
meetings with parents.

#4
Specialists

● Separate Classrooms for
○ Art
○ Music
○ PE
○ Library
○ STEAM
○ Primary Science Lab
○ Intermediate Science

Lab

● Adequate space and storage

● 2 science rooms/spaces
would be ideal for teaching
that is occurring at the same
time. Having a teacher on a
cart reduces instructional
time for those students.

● Separating Library and STEAM
with a wall in the middle. This
would split the current space
into two rooms, leaving
adequate space for each

● Having an
auditorium/multi-purpose
room that is separate from
the gym so that multiple
different things (musical
rehearsals, book fairs, the
fin, etc.) can be going on
without PE losing
instructional space.

● Not a necessity- but music
will be the only classroom

cwelter
Text Box
evaluation of the spaces and layouts will be considered as we go through the design process.



options are needed in the
classrooms for specials since
we have significantly more
students visiting daily.

● Classroom water access for
both Science Labs and Art
room.

learning environment.
(flipped from picture) Adding
technology to Library side.

with “odd angles” and no
windows.

● Having a storage area
outside of the gym for
students to store their
devices before entering

● Gym and music room are
the only classrooms that
there are no plans to
update.

● If Art moves upstairs, will
there be adequate
storage? There won’t be a
storage closet.

cwelter
Text Box
*Evaluation of the spaces and layouts will be considered as we go through the design process.*Odd angles in music rooms is generally part of the acoustical design*At this time improvements to the gym and music areas is not in the plans*Storage for art will be considered in the design process*Consideration of a storage area for gym will be included in the design process.*Access to water will be included for science and art




